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Abstract: 
  In this paper we introduce a new types of  ideals in KS- Semigroups in ordinary and fuzzy sense,we called it 
KS-H- ideal and fuzzy KS-H-ideal and study its properties  
 
1.Introduction  
   The notation of BCK algebra introduced by Y.Imai and K.Ise'ki [3] in 1966 . In the same year , K.Ise'ki 
[2]introduced  the notation of BCI algebra which is a generalization of BCK algebra. In 2006 ,Kyung Ho Kim 
 [5] introduced a new class of algebraic structure called KS semigroup .In 2009 Jocelyns S. Paradero  Vilea and 
Mila Cawi [ 10] characterized ideals of KS- Semigroups and prove some properties .In 2007 , D.R. Prince 
Wiliams  and Husain Shamshad[9] fuzzify KS semigroup and called it fuzzy KS Semigroups and introduced the 
notations of fuzzy subKS- Semigroups,,fuzzy KS ideal ,fuzzy KS P ideal and  investigated some of their related 
properties in this paper we define a KS –H ideal and a fuzzy KS H- ideal on KS –Semigroups , we prove some of 
properties on it .    
keywords:  Semigroup, BCK algebra, H-ideal, P-ideal,ideal, Ks –semigroup, 
2.Preliminary 
   This section contains some basic concepts we needed it in this paper  
 
Definition (2.1)[9 ]:  An algebraic system (X, ∗, 0) is called a BCK algebra if it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
1. ((x ∗ y) ∗ (x ∗ z)) ∗ (z ∗ y) = 0, 
2. ((x ∗ (x ∗ y)) ∗ y = 0, 
3. x ∗ x = 0, 
4. 0 ∗ x = 0 
5.If  x ∗ y = 0 and  y ∗ x = 0  then x = y, for all x, y, z   . 
Remarks (2.2)[6]  : Let X be a BCK algebra then: 
a) A partial ordering ” ≤ ” on X can be defined by x ≤ y if and only if x ∗ y = 0. 
b) A BCK-algebra X has the following properties: 
1. x ∗ 0 = x. 
2.If  x*y=0  and y*z=0 imply x*z=0 . 
3.If  x*y=0  implies (x*z)*(y*z)=0  and  (z*y)*(z*x)=0 . 
4.  If  (x*y)*z=(x*z)*y. 
Definition (2. 3)[9]           
    A KS-semigroup is a non-empty set X with two binary operation " ∗ " and " ."  , and a constant 0 satisfies the 
following axioms: 
1. (X, ∗, 0) is a BCK-algebra 
2. (X, .) is a semigroup, 
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3. x.(y ∗ z) = (x.y) ∗ (x.z) and (x ∗ y).z = (x.z) ∗ (y.z),  for all x, y, z  .  
Definition (2. 4) [9]  A non empty subset S of X with binary operation * and  . is called sub KS-semigroup of X 
if it satisfies the following condition : 
1- SyxSyx  ,*  . 
2- SyxSyx  ,.  
Definition (2. 5) [7] A strong KS-semigroup is a KS-semigroup X satisfying : x*y=x*x.y  for all x, y   
Lemma(2.6) [7]:Let X be a strong KS-semigroup then : 
1-  yxallforyyx ,0*.  . 
2-  yxallforyxxyx ,0.*0* . 
Definition (2. 7) [11]   A non empty subset I  of a BCK –algebra X is called a H- ideal of  X if  the following 
conditions hold  : 
1- I0 . 
2- If 
 
,*)*(* IzxIyandIzyx   for all x, y, z   
 
Definition( 2. 8) [7] Let X and Y be KS-semigroups . a mapping :f  is called a KS-Semigroup. 
homomorphism (briefly homomorphism ) if )(*)()*( yfxfyxf   and )()()( yfxfxyf   for all yx,                     
.  Let :f  KS-Semigroup homomorphism . then the set }0)(/{  xfx  is called the kernel of f  , and 
denote by ker f  . moreover the set }/)({  xxf  is called the image of  f  and denote by Im f   .  
Definition (2. 9) [9] A non-empty subset A of a semigroup (X, .) is said to be left (resp. right) stable if xa A 
(resp.ax A) whenever x   X  and a A. 
Both left and right stable is called two-sided stable or simply stable. 
Definition. (2.10) [9]A non-empty subset A of a KS-semigroup X is said to be left (resp. right) ideal of X if : 
1. A is left (resp.right) stable subset of (X,.) and 
2. x ∗ y A  and  y A imply that  x   A , for all x, y X . 
  If A is both left and right ideal then A is called two-sided ideal or simply an ideal .  
Remarks (2.11)   
∎let A be a KS-ideal then  xallforA0  since 𝐴 ≠ 𝜃 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ∃ 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑥𝑎 , 𝑎𝑥 ∈ 𝐴 , 𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑥 =
0 𝑤𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑡 0 ∈ 𝐴  
∎ :flet KS-Semigroup homomorphism then 0)0( f and if yx  ,    then  )()( yfxf   ,[7] .  
∎ fker  is a KS-ideal[7] . 
Definition (2.12) [9] A non-empty subset A of a KS-Semigroup X is said to be left (resp.right) p-ideal of X if : 
1. A is a left (resp. right) stable subset of (X, .) and,  
2. (x * y) * z A and y * z   A imply that x * z A, for all x, y, z   X .  
If A is both left and right p- ideal then A is called two sided ideal or simply p-ideal 
Theorem (2.13) [7]   Every p-ideal of a KS-Semigroup X is an ideal but convers is not true 
Definition (2.14) [10] The element e  is called a unity in a KS-semigroup X if  xxexxe .. . 
Definition (2.15) [1] Let X be a non-empty set a fuzzy subset of X is a function  μ : X → [0, 1]. 
Remarks (2.16)[1]       
Let X be a non-empty set then : 
1) each fuzzy subset   and   of  X , if     mean that  .)()(  aallforaa   
2) .,)()(  yxallforyxthatimpliesyxif   
3) If ,  be two fuzzy set of X  and ba   such that ,]1,0[, ba then ab   . 
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Definition (2.17) [9]Let X be a non-empty set and let μ be the fuzzy subset of X for a fixed 0 ≤ t ≤ 1,the set t = 
{x X  / μ(x) ≥ t } is called an upper level set of  μ 
 Definition (2. 18) [9] Let :f be a mapping of  KS-Semigroup and   be a fuzzy subset of  Y . The map 
f  is the pre-image of    under f  if   xxf
f
))((  . 
Definition (2.19) [5] Let X be a BCK –algebra a fuzzy subset   of  X is called a fuzzy subalgebra of  X if it 
satisfies the fallowing condition :    .,)(),(min)*(  yxyxyx   
Definition (2.20) [11] A fuzzy set    of  BCK –algebra X is called a fuzzy H-ideal if it satisfies : 
1-  xx)()0(  , 
2- .,,)}()),*(*(min{)*(  zyxyzyxzx   
 
Definition (2.21) [9] A fuzzy set   defined on X is called a fuzzy subKS-semigroup of X if it satisfies the 
fallowing conditions : 
  ,)2(),1(min)2*1(.1 xxxx    
   2,1)2(),1(min)21(.2 xxxxxx   
Definition (2.22) [9] A fuzzy subset μ of X is called a left fuzzy KS-ideal if : 
KSI1.  μ(0) ≥ μ(x) 
KSI2.  μ(x) ≥ min{μ(x * y), μ(y)} 
KSI3.  μ(xa) ≥ min{μ(x), μ(a)}     for all x, y, a X. 
  A fuzzy subset μ is called a right fuzzy KS-ideal if it satisfies KSI1, KSI2 and   KSI4: 
 μ(ax) ≥ min{μ(x), μ(a)}, for all x, y, a   X. 
 A fuzzy subset μ of X is called a  fuzzy KS-ideal if it is both left and right fuzzy KS-ideal of X. 
Definition  (2.23) [9] A fuzzy subset μ of X is called a left fuzzy p-ideal if  : 
KSP1.  μ(0) ≥ μ(x) 
KSP2.  μ(x * z) ≥ min{μ((x * y) * z), μ(y * z)} 
KSP3.  μ(xa) ≥ min{μ(x), μ(a)}  for all x, y, z, a X . 
  A fuzzy subset μ is called a right fuzzy p-ideal if it satisfies KSP1, KSP2 and   KSP4 : μ(ax) ≥ min{μ(x), μ(a)}    
for all x, y, a   X . 
 A fuzzy subset μ of X is called a fuzzy p-ideal if it is both left and right  
fuzzy p-ideal of X.  
Theorem (2.24) [9] Every left (resp.right) fuzzy p-ideal of X is a left (resp.right) fuzzy KS-ideal of X . 
Definition  (2.25) [9]Let λ and μ be the fuzzy subsets in a set X The cartesian product 
λ×μ : X×X     [0, 1] is defined by (λ×μ)(x, y) = min{λ(x), μ(y)}   for all x, y   .  
 Definition (2.26) [9]Let    be a fuzzy subset in X  the strong fuzzy relation on X that is a fuzzy relation on   




    A non-empty subset I of a KS-semigroups X is said to be left KS-H-ideal of X if it satisfies : 
IzxthenIyandIzyxIf  *)*(*)1  
.).()2 IaandXxwheneverIaxrespIxa   
    A non-empty subset I is said to be  right KS-H-ideal of X if it satisfies (1) and (3) :  
.IaandXxwheneverIax   
    If I is both left and right KS-H- ideal then I is called two-sided KS-H-  ideal or simply KS-H- ideal . 
Example(3. 2) 
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Then by usual calculations we can prove that X is a KS-semigroup. If  A ={0,1} then A is a KS-H- ideal of  a 
KS-semigroup X . 
 
Proposition (3. 3) 
  Let X be a KS-semigroup  and let A be  left (resp. right ) KS-H-ideal of X then A is a left (resp. right ) KS-ideal  
of X . 
Proof: 
Let A be a left  KS-H-ideal of X  then A is a stable. Now, let 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 such that thenAyandAyx *





  Let I and J are left (resp. right ) KS-H-ideal of KS-Semigroups X then JI   is a left (resp. right ) KS-H-ideal 
of X . 
Proof: it is clear 
Proposition (3.5) 
  Let I and J are left (resp. right ) KS-H-ideal of KS-Semigroups X  then JI   is a left (resp. right ) KS-H-ideal 
IJorJIif   . 
Proof: it is clear 
Proposition (3. 6) 
   Let I and J are left (resp. right ) KS-H-ideal of KS-Semigroups X  then JI   is a left (resp. right ) KS-H-ideal  
of  . 
 Proof: 
  Let I and J are  left KS-H-ideal of KS-Semigroups X   

















hence  JI   is a left  KS-H-ideal . 
 
Proposition (3. 7)    
. 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 
2 0 0 2 2 
3 0 1 2 3 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
2 2 2 0 0 






2211  so  ,sin ,)22,11()2,1).(2,1(
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  Let :f  be a KS-semigroup epimorphism if A is a left (resp. right ) KS-H-ideal in X then )(Af  is a left 
(resp. right ) KS-H-ideal in Y . 
 
Proof: 
 Let A be a left  KS-H-ideal of X . let AawhereYyandAfafa  )()(   
Since f  onto then there exists yxfthatsuchXx  )(  
since AaandxAxa   so )()( Afxaf   but   yaafxfxaf )()()(  [ since f  is epimorphism 
] 
 
therefore  )(Af  is stable . Now , Suppose that AzyxsomeforAfzfyfxf  ,,)()(),(),(  Such that 
)()()()](*)([*)( AfyfandAfzfyfxf  , since f  is a  homomorphism then  
)](*)([*)( zfyfxf ,)()(sin)())*(*( AfyfceandAfzyxf              
thus AzxAyAzyx  *,)*(*  [since A is KS-H-ideal] therefore )()*( Afzxf   but 
)()*()(*)( Afzxfzfxf   so  hence )(Af  is a left  KS-H-ideal . 
Proposition (3. 8) 




Let YXf : be a  KS-semigroup homomorphism , since ker f  is an  ideal of X [ 3] it follows that  
ker f  is a  stable , now, let  Xzyx ,,  such that fyandfzyx kerker)*(*  , 
so   0)(0))*(*(  yfandzyxf  so  0)(0)](*)([*)(  yfandzfyfxf   so 0)](*0[*)( zfxf   
so 0)( xf so fx ker ,now , 
  
0)(*0)(*)()*(  zfzfxfzxf                                                  
therefore  fzx ker*   hence ker f  is a KS-H-ideal . 
Proposition (2.1.9)  
     Let I  be a KS-ideal of KS-semigroup X such that xyyx **   for all 00  yandx  and 0* yx  just 
when 0x  . Then  I  is a KS-H-ideal of X . 
Proof: 
 First since I  is a KS-ideal so IaandxIxa    , Now 









































.])3([*0,0)4 ofwaysamethebyIzxthenzxIf   
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IzxsoIythenzyxIf  *)0*(*00,0,0)8  . 
IzxsoIzythenyzxIf  *)*(*00,0,,0)9  . 
IxzxIzandIxzyxyxzIf  0**00*)*(*0,0,0)10   ,       [ since I is a KS-ideal ] . 
Then  I is a KS-H-ideal . 
4. fuzzyKS-H-Ideal 




     A fuzzy subset   of  KS-semigroup X is called a left fuzzy KS-H-ideal if the following conditions hold : 
),()0(1 xKSH    
 ,)()),*(*(min)*(2 yzyxzxKSH    
  .,,,,)(),(min)(3 XazyxallforaxxaKSH    
     A fuzzy subset   is called a right  fuzzy KS-H-ideal  if it satisfies 1KSH  , 2KSH  and 
  .,,,)(),(min)(:4 XayxallforaxaxKSH      
 A fuzzy subset   is called a fuzzy KS-H-ideal  it if is both left and right fuzzy KS -H-ideal of X . 
Example (4.2) 
 












Define a fuzzy subset ]1,0[: X by  .02.0)(,4.0)0( Xxx    by usual calculations, we can 
prove that   is a left fuzzy KS-H-ideal of X . 
Remark(4.3) 
 Every fuzzy KS-H-ideal is a fuzzy KS- ideal .  
Proof: 
  let   be a fuzzy KS-H-ideal of X since  xxx 0*    [ by Remark (2.2)] 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
2 3 2 0 0 
3 3 3 3 0 
. 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 
2 0 0 2 2 
3 0 1 2 3 
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thus  )}(),*(min{)( yyxx    
and since   xx)()0(   and  axxaaxaxxa ,)}(),(min{)()},(),(min{)(   
Hence   is a fuzzy KS- ideal . 
Proposition (4.4) 
   Let   and   are left (resp. right ) fuzzy KS-H-ideal of KS-semigroup  X then    is a left (resp. right) 
fuzzy KS-H-ideal . 
Proof:Let   and   are left fuzzy KS-H-ideal of X then 

















   
   














hence    is a left fuzzy KS-H-ideal . 
Proposition(4.5)   
    Let    and   be two fuzzy KS-H-ideal of KS-semigroup X if   or  then    is a fuzzy KS-
H-ideal . 
Proof: 
  Let    and   are fuzzy KS-H-ideal of X ,   without loss of generality we may assume that let       
since    and   are fuzzy KS-H-ideal and ayx ,, so  xxandx ,)()0()()0(   therefore,
 
))(()}(),(max{)}0(),0(max{)0)(( xxx     ,now ,since     and   are fuzzy KS-H-ideal so
)}(),(min{)( axxa   and   )}(),(min{)( axxa    
 max { )(,)( xaxa  } )}}(),(min{)},(),(max{min{ axax  since      therefore  
)})((),)(min{()}}(),(max{)},(),(min{max{)}}(),(max{)},(),(min{max{))(( axaaxxaxaxxa   
and so, since )}()),*(*(min{)*( yzyxzx    and )}()),*(*(min{)*( yzyxzx       so 












hence    is a fuzzy KS-H-ideal . 
Proposition (4.6 ) 
    Let I and J are left (resp. right ) fuzzy KS-H-ideal of KS-semigroup X then JI   is a left (resp. right )  fuzzy 
KS-H-ideal of  . 
Proof: 
 Let I and J are left fuzzy KS-H-ideal of X then  
    .),(),)(()(),(min)0(),0(min)0,0)((  yxyxJIyJxIJIJI   [since I,J are left fuzzy KS-H-










   
   
 
 )2,1)((,)))2,1(*)2,1((*)2,1()((min                 
)2,1)((,))2*2,1*1(*)2,1()((min                                             
)2(),1(min,)2*2(*2(),1*1(*1(minmin                                             
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hence JI   is a left  fuzzy KS-H-ideal . 
 
Proposition (4.7 ) 
 
    If A be a left (resp. right ) KS-H-ideal of KS-semigroup X then 10  t  their exist a left (resp. right ) fuzzy 
KS-H-ideal   such that tA  . 
Proof: 













tAsoAxthentxthentxifandtAsotxthenxthenAxlet     ,)(,,,t )(
Since A is a left  KS-H-ideal nowxxtthenAso ,)()0(0   axlet , there are several cases : 























hence   is a left fuzzy KS-H-ideal . 
Proposition  (4.8) 
    Let   be a left (resp. right) fuzzy KS-H-ideal in KS-semigroup X then a fuzzy set    defined by 
)0(1)(   x is  a left (resp. right ) fuzzy KS-H-ideal such that    . 
 
Proof: 
Let   be a left fuzzy KS-H-ideal and 





















let zyx ,,  so 

















  is a left fuzzy KS-H-ideal . 
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    Let YXf :  be a homomorphism if   is a left (resp. right) fuzzy KS-H-ideal of Y then 
f
  is a  left (resp. 
right) fuzzy KS-H-ideal of X .  
Proof : 
Let   be a left fuzzy KS-H-ideal of Y  then Xxxfxfff  )())(())0(()0(   . 








































f  is a left fuzzy KS-H-ideal of X  . 
Proposition (4.10 ) 
    Let YXf :  be an epimorphism if 
f
  is a left (resp. right) fuzzy KS-H-ideal of X  then μ  is a left (resp. 




  is a fuzzy KS-H-ideal of X  and 
























































hence   is a fuzzy KS-H-ideal of Y. 
Proposition (4.13 )     
        Let I  be a non-empty subset of a strong KS-semigroup X then I is a left (resp. right ) KS-H-ideal of X if and 
only if 
I
 is a left (resp. right ) fuzzy KS-H-ideal  where ]1,0[: 
I













  It is clear that  
I
  is a fuzzy set .   
suppose that I is a left KS-H-ideal  of X and ayx ,,  
 .)(1)0(0.00sin  xx
II
thenIaIasoXce   
there are several cases : axlet , 
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   
Hence  
I
  is a left KS-H-ideal  . 
Conversely,  assume that X is a strong KS-semigroup and  let 
I









































therefore I is a left  KS-H-ideal 
Proposition (4.14)     
     If   be a right fuzzy KS-H-ideal of KS-semigroup X with left identity e and satisfying the condition 
 zyxyxzzxy ,,)()(  then   is  a left fuzzy H- ideal of X.  
Proof: 
Let   be a right fuzzy KS-H-ideal of KS-semigroup X with left identity 




















therefore   is a left fuzzy KS- H- ideal.  
Corollary  (4.15)     
     Every right fuzzy KS-H-ideal of KS-semigroup X with left identity e satisfying the condition   is a fuzzy KS-
H- ideal of X . 
Proof: 
   Let   be a right fuzzy KS-H- ideal with left identity  then   is a left fuzzy KS -H- ideal  therefore   is a 
fuzzy  KS-H-ideal . 
 
 
Proposition (4.16)     
    Let   be  a fuzzy set of  strong KS-semigroup X if   is a left fuzzy KS-H-ideal then t  left KS-H-ideal 
where )]0(,0[ t . 
Proof: 
  Let   be a left fuzzy KS-H-ideal of X ,and )]0(,0[ t . let tx    
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since   ttthent  then 0)0(  , 
now, let tasotaandXx  )(   since X  is a strong so 0* axa  and 









let tyandtzyx  )*(*  then  
tyandtzyx  )())*(*(  , since   is a left fuzzy KS-H-ideal so
 
tzxsotzx   *)*( .Therefore t  is a left KS-H-ideal . 
Theorem (4.17) 
   Let  X be a KS-semigroup and  ,   be two fuzzy sets in X such that   is a fuzzy KS-H-ideal of   then : 
 
1. either  xallforxorx )0()()0()(  . 
2. If )0()(  x   xallfor  then either )0()()0()(   xorx . 
3. If )0()(  x   xallfor  then either )0()()0()(   xorx . 
4. either   or   is a fuzzy KS-H-ideal of  X . 
 
Proof:  
since    is a fuzzy KS-H-ideal of   then it is fuzzy sub KS semigroup by [ ], so (1),(2) and (3) satisfied by 
[12 ]. Now, to prove 4, Since by (1) either  xallforxorx )0()()0()(  without loss of 
generality we may assume that )0()(  x  it follows from (3) that either )0()()0()(   xorx if 
  xx )0()(  then 
   




























so     is a fuzzy KS-H-ideal in X . 
If )0()(  x  is not satisfied then  ysomefory )0()(   and by our assumption ,
 xallforx )0()(   we have  xxeixy )()0(.)()0()()0(  .  

























therefore   is a fuzzy KS-H-ideal in X .   
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